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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the long-lived nature of composition Web transaction (it may last for several hours, several months or longer), it brings difficulty to transaction handling. Traditional transaction mechanism is no longer suitable for LRTs to deal with the coordination between several loose coupled Web services and long holding of resources, pure roll back mechanism is not suitable to all situations to ensure atomic semantics of LRTs, it is difficult or even impossible to eliminate the result of execution. Therefore, in a loosely coupled LRTs environment, it is inevitable to take more relax transaction mechanism, which is called relaxed-ACID.
Nowadays the transaction handling strategy of LRTs usually uses simple compensation mechanism, which has the following shortages: (i) the transaction handling strategies are provided by most protocols or specifications (WS4BPEL, WSCI, WS-CDL etc.) which execute compensation tasks to eliminate the effect of failure while ignore transactional properties of composited tasks. However, for uncompensable and nonretriable tasks, this method is infeasible. (ii) compensation operations are usually defined at the level of scope (WS4BPEL), context (WSCI) or choreography (WS-CDL) which may lead to duplicated definition and extra work when scopes or contexts change. (iii) for each scope, there exists only one corresponding compensation transaction, which is too fixed and not flexible enough to adjust for different application requirements. Actually, users want to select appropriate recovery strategies according to different requirements of certain failed task. Our research focuses on the dynamic construction of several kinds of failure recovery strategies, in order to specify failure constraint rules in recovery handler and calculate recovery scope according to Terminate Dependency Point (TDP) to reduce unnecessary failure handling. Therefore, we separate failure recovery strategy from business process to implement modeling and dynamically choreograph failure recovery process.
In this paper, we introduce Paired Net to formally describe the failure recovery mechanism of LRTs, and discuss the execution semantics of aggregation control structure. Paired Net is chosen to model failure recovery for following reasons: (i) it has a formal semantics representation, analyzing techniques and verifying tools; (ii) it has well graphical representation and supports modeling and analyzing in the way of graph; (iii) it is suitable to represent typical control flow construction and support prototype design and simulation; (iv) it provides a much broader foundation for computer aided verification than abstract state machines and process algebras, which lacks in exception handing, compensation and recovery strategy.
To implement relaxed-ACID transaction, we propose a comprehensive failure recovery algorithm based on extended Paired Net, which introduces state token, input/output data token, QoS token and control token respectively, and constructs failure transition and recovery transition. The failure type of each task has a corresponding recovery transition, that is, recovery token fires recovery transition to start corresponding recovery strategies. (ii)
II. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF WEB SERVICES BASED
denotes a set of normal actions of , denotes a set of reverse actions of , (iii) denotes a set of ( ) ( is that the former is compensable. As shown in Fig. 1(b 
B. Composition Transaction Model
Each WS has its own transaction properties, therefore, when a certain service fails, how to coordinate other WS to ensure the reliability of the whole system is a critical problem to be solved. Composition services can be considered as a business process where each task is related to a certain kind of WS in service layer and is implemented through the execution of a specific WS. ( Compensation tasks are colored in grey to distinguish from the normal tasks. The constructed model is similar to the normal task model in term of structure except that the flow relation is reversed. This implies that the execution of compensation service is always in a reverse order of the execution of normal service. According to the compensation model above, the formal representation of the compensation mechanism of WS process is described as follows: there is a unique and for each there is a unique , then the Service Composition Paired Net of is described as ( , , , )
, as shown in Fig. 4 , where: (i)
, where Figure 4 . composition compensation paired net According to the structure of SC , and PN P P′ , and are respectively matched so that it is easy to construct the mapping from the normal service process to the compensation process, which implies to extend the service behavior
.
FAILURE RECOVERY STRATEGIES OF COMPOSITION TRANSACTIONS
To meet the requirements of composition transaction recovery, we propose a flexible method to dynamically calculate recovery scope according to the dependency between task and execution environment in LRTs.
A. Recovery Scope
For given execution trace σ in LRTs, if 
B. Nesting of Scope
The nesting description of Ξ is similar to that of control flow structure. As shown in 
S S ⋅⋅⋅
S represents that scope Ξ has nesting levels which includes zero or more tasks. 
. RECOVERY STRATEGIES OF LRTS
Most existing specifications consider about backward recovery, which didn't support forward recovery. The recovery strategies for LRTs proposed in this paper includes backward recovery, forward recovery and alternative recovery.
These three recovery strategies are always associated with Ξ , fig. 7 ; (ii) The complexity of this algorithm depends on the number of tasks in LRTs and the number of compensation tasks of 1 2 3 , ,
then the time complexity of this algorithm is .
( ) O n RH monitors the execution of business process, once failure occurs during execution, RH is triggered to deal with failure recovery. After commit of each task in LRTs, the initial execution condition of its compensation task will be created. If ( 
B. Forward Recovery Strategy
Forward recovery strategy is similar to BCPS except that when rolling back to TDP, which RH injects proper input parameters and restart the expected execution of RH constructs FCPS in 3 steps: Firstly, it terminates the execution of LRTs and determines the TDP and Ξ of ; secondly, it executes recovery; finally, it injects proper parameters at and restarts the LRTs from . Note that if TDP is I , there is no difference between BCPS and FCPS during recovery. The time complexity of reverse execution of recovery process and restart forward recovery from TDP are both , thus the complexity of this algorithm is .
C. Alternative Recovery Strategy (ARS)
When executing I fails, TDP of I is calculated and j j Ξ is determined. If there exists { } , then occurrence of failure is caused by executing task itself rather than output of the committed tasks. In this situation, it is not necessary to perform backward compensation recovery. A simple and direct way to solve the problem is to trigger alternative recovery tasks I of , then the execution of the subsequent process proceeds. The formal description of ARS is given as follows. and alternative state place p′′ is added. ARS can be denoted as a triple ( , , ) P T F , where:
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, as shown in Fig. 10 . If failure occurs during execution, proper recovery strategy will be selected according to failure types. In general, the cost of BCPS is the biggest while ARS is the smallest and FCPS between them. This is the main reason why FCPS is introduced in this paper. When a task fails, retry will be selected firstly considering the cost, if it still fails, ARS will be selected. Finally, if RH has ability of We take TRP for example to analyze and verify LRT's algorithm, as shown in Fig. 11 . The classical TRP which is composed of more than 40 tasks and 100 services (recovery services included). We use LCFR algorithm and non-LCFR algorithm respectively to reduces execution time and cost, and decrease the failure rate. The experiment is taken on PCs with Intel Pentium Dual Core E5200 2.5 GHz, 2GB RAM, Windows XP SP2, Apache Tomcat server, jUDDI registry, Active Bpel designer, Axis, eclipse 3.2. This work implements as part of the TRPFlow projects which objectively compares the providers' and requests' service profiles. TRPFlow implements with the Activekit platform which permits the development of distributed applications using composition transaction principles. Fig.   12 shows a screenshot of TRPFlow, which partially shown in Fig. 12 is implemented and users can visualize its corresponding PNO-tree and a partial view of TRP. Interface of RH transforms the eXtended Markup Language (XML) output from other RHs to the current platform with XML Stylesheet Language (XSL). As shown in Fig. 13 , the LCFR curve is the accumulative execution time and cost curve, while non-LCFR curve does not takes execution time and cost into account. The LCFR curve means once the executing engine executes a task in LRTs, execution time and cost is evaluated. This experiment aims to compare the difference of execution time and cost between LCFR and non-LCFR and to discuss performance of LRTs. Observe that during execution of the LRT process, the number of composed tasks of the orchestration increases, so does the dependency between tasks. Compared with LCFR, in non-LCFR the average growth rate of execution time and cost of TRP is 0.69 and 0.16 respectively, while in LCFR they are effectively cut down. Also, the average negative growth rate of reliability, reputation and availability is 1.93, 1.12 and 1.24 respectively. As Fig. 13 shows, the more tasks are executed in the LRT, and the more complicate nesting levels are, the greater benefit will be gained by LCFR. As shown in Fig. 14, LCFR1 th task and number of corresponding compensated tasks is 7, 11, 15, 21 and 28 respectively. Observe that when failure occurs, the RH will be triggered and compensation context be constructed so that the response time will increase, but it has little effect to execution time and cost. . RELATED WORK When using LRTs to composite WS, it is necessary to make sure the atomicity of a set of interactive WS, LRTs undo the effects of failed transactions by executing compensation tasks. N. B. Lakhal and T. Kobayashi et al. put forward a failure endurable execution framework of nested-composition transaction and composition transaction architecture, which discuss the effects to the current layer that brought by failed tasks, support a on-off failure dependency that orients the whole composition transaction, define arbitrary nesting, state, vitality degree and compensation, and analyze the execution semantics of recursive nested transactions [1, 2, 3] . R. Yi and Q.Y. Wu et al. put forward the failure recovery algorithm ensuring LRTs which avoid unnecessary compensation and enhance the efficiency of failure recovery, they focus on handling the complexity and long-running and reducing the failure rate of transaction execution [4] . K. Wiesner and R. Vacul et al. present a new dynamic recovery mechanism based on semantics, which dynamically discover failure and execute recovery with equivalent alternative service, in the context of recovery and process adaptation [5] . It is hard for LRTs to select partner and predict execution time, thus it is forbidden to suspend LRTs, T. Minh et al. proposed a web transaction protocol based on semantics [6] . S. Bhiri and O. Perrin et al. put forward a reliable and flexible Web composition transaction method, which according to control flow and data flow dependency of aggregation patterns, ensure the highly cohesive of control flow and transaction patterns and the relaxed atomicity of composition transactions using the properties of Acceptable Termination State(ATS) [7, 8] .
Compensation transaction is a new transaction which includes two flow types: normal flow and compensation flow, where the first describes normal business logic and later semantically undo the effects of normal flow. S. Rinderle and M. Reichert et al. present a method to realize forward recovery according to dynamic workflow changes. It allows semi-adaptive workflow in case of failure, which introduces operations such as deleteAct, jumpTo and insertAct to implement transaction recovery [9, 10] . However, there are two main disadvantages: firstly, it can only realize semi-automatic adaptation. Secondly, this kind of workflow change needs rigid definition. Z. Yang and L. Lin et al. put forward a backward recovery compensation method that supports business process, which mentions forward recovery but doesn't focus on it. This method considers compensation logic as part of coordination logic, which leads poor flexibility of compensation [11, 12] .
Existing transaction mechanism only provides limited compensation ability. In most cases, backward recovery is used to maintain consistency after aborting the executing tasks. M. Schafer and P. Dolog et al. extend the current WS coordination architecture and infrastructure, propose an advanced compensation environment based on forward recovery strategy. This method separates compensation logic from coordination logic and realizes the dynamic plug in and plug out of compensation strategies [13] . M. Schafer and P. Dolog et al. put forward an engineering compensation method based on WS environment that discuses engine dependency rules and constructs compensation method based on rules [14] . Y. Kim and J. Kim propose a WS composition framework allowing user-specified failure handling, which defines user requirement based on general business logic and failure acceptable specification [15] . R. Bruni and G. Ferrari et al. put forward an framework called Java Transactional WS (JTWS), which is a Java API providing suitable primitives for wrapping and invoking WS as activities in LRTs [16] . Therefore, with the backward recovery approach, the failure of any single participating WS can trigger the abort of many transactions and thus lead to cascading compensations (called the domino effect), which can result in a huge loss of time and cost. To sum up, it is necessary to further research flexible recovery strategy based on LRTs.
Most of the existing formal composition businessprocess-modeling methods based on Petri nets do not support transaction mechanism, and exception behavior is beyond normal behavior logic, we need to extend Petri net. G. Dobson and M. Kovacs et al. propose a formal modeling technique for BPEL business process including fault and compensation handling based on Petri net, which give the mapping of various fault patterns to WS-BPEL [17, 18, 19] . W.L. Dong and X.G. Deng et al. use Colored Petri Nnets(CPNs) to model WS choreography and orchestration, and they analyzes and tests BPEL composition business process using HPNs [20, 21, 22, 23] . L. Garcıa-Banuelos proposes an executable transaction model based on ASML that allows seamless add/modify behavior, and extends failure handler in WS-BPEL [24] . R. Hamadi and B. Benatallan propose a SelfAdaptation Recovery Net (SARN) based on Petri net, which extends Petri net model to specify fault or exceptional behavior in business process. SARN incorporates with recovery region [25, 26, 27, 28 ], but it is not suitable for handling business transaction in P2P environment.
. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK Composition transactions incorporate different transactional semantics and behavioral patterns, composed tasks usually have following properties: (i) different tasks may have different execution behaviors or transactional properties; (ii) service provider can define different transaction coordination mechanism; (iii) different failure handling and recovery strategies should be defined. Therefore, ATS is introduced in this paper to implement relaxed atomicity, and recovery strategies ensure consistency. To ensure reliable LRTs execution, state token, functional token and nonfunctional token are introduced, transaction isolation and atomicity are relaxed. Failure recovery starts from log analysis, which uses a set of dependency rules to construct the recovery flow of transaction. Our future work includes several issues such as global transaction structure, subtransaction properties, inter-subtransaction dependencies, mechanisms of handing-over, success and failure criteria should be considered.
